In this paper, a mobile camera positioning method based on kinematics of robot is proposed, which can realize far point positioning of imaging position and attitude tracking in large scene enhancement. Orbit precision motion through the framework overhead cameras and combining with the ground system of sensor array object such as mobile robot platform of various sensors, realize the good 3 d image registration, solve any artifacts that is mobile robot in the large space position initialization problem, effectively implement the large space no marks augmented reality(AR), human-computer interaction, and information summary.
Introduction
Augmented reality (AR) provides new tools for human-based control and interaction with complex systems. Users' sensory physical experience is combined with information from digital systems to achieve a good experience for users [1] [2] [3] [4] .In the process of industrial production, especially the assembly of large mechanical equipment such as aircraft, problems can be effectively solved through the AR of large scenes [5] [6] [7] .In the AR display of large scenes, the marked method is very sensitive to factors such as light and visibility [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , e.g. under the condition of 220 lx-ray intensity, the maximum recognition distance of 80×80mm custom square sign is 1.70m, while the rectangular QR mark with a size of 80×400mm has a maximum recognition distance of only 1.58m under 220lx-ray intensity, so they are all not conducive to AR observation in complex environments [14] [15] [16] [17] .In the case of large scene blocks, only the stable tracking of the camera can accurately determine the superposition position of the AR and obtain a good visual experience [17] [18] [19] .Problems and challenges are aimed, under the condition of large scene, and a kinematics method of AR is investigated, using positioning mobile camera and the sensor system, with kinematic transform method of the frame camera position.
Two demoes are presented to validated the AR approach in large scene by water hydraulic flexible manipulator and the mobile robot experiment for long-distance increase origin detailed scene of tracking and positioning, and in a large and touch screen to achieve the real-time information feedback of artifacts in the scene AR and interaction. The method is dramatically suitable for industrial environments with poor optical environment and interference conditions. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the work of untagged AR will be covered.
In section 3, it describes the whole system, the theoretical model of coordinate transformation, the mathematical formula of virtual image position conversion and the generation of the screen image. In section 4, the hardware (mechanical, control) and software running process of the system are described. The section 5, two experiments are investigated to validate theoretical method, and the conclusions and future work are contained in section 6.
Related Work
SLAM is a typically untagged approach that tracks camera movements in real-time and builds virtual images in unprepared environments. Klein et al. [20] proposed breakthrough method by lens and real-time tracking system with large cumulative error and it is only suitable for scene tracking with small drift accumulation. Also, all these vision-based SLAM methods are still prone to system crashes due to moving blurred or text-based images [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
To overcome the above single-lens vision obstacle [26] , Wei fang et al. developed a realtime six-degree-of-freedom tracking method. A wide angle monocular camera and an inertial sensor are combined to achieve better robust six-degree-of-freedom motion tracking through mutual compensation between heterogeneous sensors. However, the method has a large cumulative drift error and weak anti-interference ability [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Framework of AR with Unmarked Registration Based on Robotic Kinematics
Based on the kinematics theory, the position points corresponding to the motion camera are obtained by the end position and attitude of the AR observation. High precision displacement sensor is used instead of the traditional visual recognition method with independency of good light, strong anti-interference ability and small cumulative error. It can be widely used in various large scenes such as the industrial environment.
A large scene AR method based on encoder track and sensors is presented. Different from the traditional SLAM, this scheme only requires the use of an encoded camera and sensors, and it can effectively solve the drift of the camera motion position and the accumulated error of the system in large scene AR scenarios.
Kinematic Scene Coordinate Transformation Model
To let the AR of virtual appear on the appropriate display position, a calculation method based on the kinematics coordinate system transformation on large space coordinate measuring system with unmarked modeling is proposed , and also the workpiece coordinate system with corresponding characteristic of camera image plane mapping between the model is also built with the gain and camera artifacts stance. These models will be imported into the unity 3D.
The Components of the System's Coordinate System
It is necessary to establish five coordinate systems as fellows. ,,
2) The workpiece coordinate system ( ) , , , 
Transformation of Coordinate Points
Assuming that the coordinates of the space point in the two coordinate systems are respectively ( )
, then the following formula for the pose transformation can be obtained:
where 11 12 12 
The point is represented by the homogeneous coordinate
, and the pose transformation formula is converted into the following form:
where 12 M is the pose matrix from frame 2 to frame 1.
In figure 2 , Euler angles are noted by three independent angles (row, position, and angle).
Figure 2. Euler angle parameterization
Under certain conditions, any attitude of the a frame system can be uniquely represented by a set of Euler angles:
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All the coordinate calculations will be completed in unity, and the relational variables will be determined by the initialization measurement. In the process, as long as coordinate position and the displacement vector are imported, the world coordinate system corresponding to the points of other coordinates will calculated.
Generation and Processing of Screen Images
The camera model comes from the transform of the point in global coordinate system into the those in image plane coordinate system. The transformation formula ( ) ,,
in the global coordinate system is:
is perspective projection matrix expressed by internal and external parameter matrices. It includes the center point (ideally the center of the image), the actual focal length, lens distortion (mainly include radial distortion and tangential distortion) and other systematic error parameters, and the form of the internal parameter matrix is as :
where, and are focal lengths in the x and y directions, respectively. R is the distortion factor. u0 and v0 are the center coordinates of the graph. 
The relationship between a point in 3D space and its projected pixel points on the image space can be described in detail as : 
The internal parameter matrix of the camera is the inherent parameter of the camera which can be obtained by calibrating. Although the transformation matrix has 12 unknowns, it has only 11 degrees of freedom. Only 6 pairs of points in 3D space and their corresponding 2D image points are needed to solve the 12 parameters. These parameters include the camera's position and attitude. According to matrix multiplication, the following forms can be obtained:
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The coordinate value of the target on the image is:
cos cos sin sin cos cos sin cos sin cos sin sin sin sin cos cos cos cos sin sin sin sin cos cos cos sin sin sin cos sin sin cos cos cos
Homogeneous linear equations can be solved by removing the denominator, and two such equations can be obtained for each pair of points. Finding the position of N different points in the world coordinate system and determining their coordinates in the camera image, homogeneous linear equations can be solved, and two such equations can be obtained for each pair of points. When N≥ 6, the position and attitude of the AR virtual image embedded in the whole system can be solved. Figure 3 shows an orbiting mobile camera designed by the experimental team at Harbin engineering university. Mobile camera adopts the method of bilateral orbit and upper and lower clamping balance, camera movement is rolling on the sprocket in the chain, sprocket drive is done by stepping motor, encoder read the rotation of the sprocket wheel and then calculate the movement of the camera position, on a host computer through wireless signal to control the operation of the whole system. The trolley mechanical system consists of five parts: frame and chain mechanism, sliding-contact line power supply mechanism, sprocket drive mechanism and encoder feedback mechanism. 
Design and Composition of the System

Design of Mechanical Structure
Control System Design
The control system has three functions :(a) according to the input signal of the computer to control the position, speed, switch signal and other information of the motion camera; (b) receive and display the video signal returned by the camera; C) receive and calculate the data of the rangefinder. As shown in figure 4 .
The main component of the controller is STM32 single-chip microcomputer. On the one hand, it receives the control signal from the computer and sends out the pulse signal to drive the stepper motor. The other receives feedback from the encoder and sends it to the computer for processing. To realize barrier-free operation in the air, it communicates with the computer through Zigbee wireless transmission and uses sliding contact line for sliding power supply.
Software Generation of The System
Unity3D software is used as the development platform of AR in this paper. On the one hand, Unity3D can obtain the video stream by executing the C# script and display the images that can reflect the real world on the screen. On the other hand, the camera composition information from the sensor is also received by the executing code, and the attitude of the virtual object in the display screen is expressed through the corresponding algorithm (described in section 4). Therefore, virtual objects are presented on the screen for AR. The design flow of the software is determined as shown in figure 5 . 
Error Analysis and Experiment
The experimental equipment is shown in figure 6 and the software running process of the system is shown in figure 7 . In this experiment, the camera track is a runway, 4 meters high from the ground, 6 meters long and 3 meters wide, with four turning radii of 1 meter. Z880A industrial camera and sy-03 manual turntable is used. The camera uses a fixed focal length with the resolution and frame rate set to 640*480:30 frames. Bes38-0656n-1000 encoder is adopted.
Analysis of The Error of the Equipment System
To independently calculate the influence of system structure error on AR observation, coordinate measurement error and calibration error are not considered in this experimental analysis. Therefore, the coordinate transformation relation is as follows: 
The error transfer coefficient is 
Assuming that the standard deviation of the camera turntable angle and the orbital translation output are independent to each other, the standard deviation of the coordinate measurement can be obtained according to the error transfer relation. 
Analyzing the influence of the output error of the camera turntable's angle on the observation when the orbit moves and the camera turntable rotates to different angles. It can be seen that the system error is related to the accuracy of the orbit and the output error of the camera turntable angle, as well as the rotation angle of the camera turntable and the observation distance. In this experiment, the observation and distance measurement Z=3000mm, the Z direction of the orbit is parallel to the ground adjustment, the maximum angle of the experiment is 45°, the values of X and Y are 100mm, and the error transfer coefficient is set as
Static Workpiece Experiment
The experiment completed the test by making 30 repeated observations of the water hydraulic flexible manipulator. Three observation points were selected on the orbit of 0mm, 300mm, 1500mm, and repeatability tests were conducted on each point. Before the experiment, the calibration module in Unity3D software was used to calibrate the camera and cradle head, and the internal parameters of the camera were calibrated. The results are shown in Table 1 . 
As shown in figure 8 , the virtual image and the solid image are displayed in a fixed parallel direction, with a distance between them in the X-axis direction. The moving speed of the motion camera is 0.1m/s. The workpiece frame is obtained by measuring the feature points on the workpiece with the rangefinder. It can be seen from the table that the moving distance of the moving camera has a certain influence on the observation. Because the manual camera turntable is used during small angle in this experiment, the error generated by the moving distance has a small influence. The observation accuracy can be significantly improved by increasing the orbit accuracy, minimizing the dynamic change of the turntable and decreasing the rotation angle.
Moving workpiece experiment
Using the same observation equipment as in the first experiment, the mobile camera was used to track the robot. The robot moves in a uniform straight line along the X-axis, and the moving camera tracks at the same speed to keep the distance between the virtual image and the solid image constant, as shown in figure 10 . For comparison with a marked visual system, the standard deviation R is referenced. (15) where, N is the number of samples under the total trajectory length, and the measured true error value is PN, the theoretical error value PE =0 in this experiment. The actual walking length of the robot is more than 1500mm, so the first 1500mm will be taken as the data sample. Collect 30 points and calculate R = 0.5%, which is more accurate than visual tracking.
( )
6.Conclusions
In this paper, an unmarked large Scene of view AR observation method is proposed, which effectively solves the problem of light sensitivity of labeled AR. As a new method, it is especially suitable for the industrial plant with strong anti-interference ability. Finally, two experiments are carried out, and the results show that the system can well enhance the display of reality images in large space, make the images always in the right position and size, and has good adaptability.
However, this paper focuses on the calculation principle of AR and spatial conversion brought by the encoder, as well as error analysis. The virtual image generated by the experiment is fixed relative to the entity, and will not change with time, camera movement and other factors. In the future, dynamic algorithms will be used to improve the performance of AR displays. 
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